1. WALL:
- concrete or made of ceramic, concrete, lime-sand, cellular concrete or stone elements

2. ADHESIVE FOR POLYSTYRENE
- mineral adhesive ATLAS HOTER S

3. THERMAL INSULATION
- standard polystyrene EPS
  thickness according to thermal calculations

4. ADDITIONAL FIXING
- mechanical fixings (anchors), determined in the insulation design, admitted to trading

5. BASECOAT
- mineral adhesive ATLAS HOTER U or AVAL KT 55

6. GLASS FIBRE MESH
- ATLAS 165 MESH

7. PRIMING MASS FOR RENDER
- ATLAS SILKON ANX or AVAL KT 76

8. RENDER
- silicone ATLAS SILICONE RENDER + ATLAS HOTER DL (summer additive)
  AVAL SILICONE RENDER + ATLAS HOTER DL (summer additive)

9. PAINT (OPTIONALLY)
- silicone ATLAS SALTA N
  AVAL KT 48

No. 1.7.3 ATLAS SUMMER set